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SPA TREATMENT IN SANDANSKI AND DEVIN 

Sandanski is an internationally known climate therapy and health resort. It is situated in 
the valley of the Sandanska Bistritsa River, at the foot of the Southwestern slopes of Pirin.  

Without exaggeration the climate of Sandanski can be described as unique. Throughout 
the year, air temperatures are higher than anywhere else in the country. The average 
annual temperature (14.7C) is the highest in Bulgaria. The winter is mild and short, and 
the autumn - long and warm. The relative air humidity is low (66 per cent), and the annual 
duration of sunshine is no less than 2,436 hours. Sandanski has the lowest annual rainfall 
in Bulgaria (127 litres per square metre) and almost no foggy days. The air is remarkably 
clean and pollution free.  

Apart from its natural beauty, lush vegetation and remarkably wholesome climate, the 
resort also features a multitude of mineral springs. The mineral waters have a nearly 
uniform chemical composition but contain various quantities of metasilisic acid and 
fluorine.  

This remarkable combination of balmy, health-giving weather and curative mineral waters 
makes Sandanski the perfect place for modern science-based climatotherapy, spa 
treatment, rehabilitation, primary and secondary prophylactics and recreation.  

                             

Our offer for а spa treatment in Sandanski 
Day 1. Departure from Sofia. En route - visiting the Rila Monestery. In the afternoon 
– arrival in Sandanski. Accommodation at Interhotel Sandanski. Dinner and 
overnight in the hotel. 
 
Day 2. Breakfast. Excursion to Melnik and sightseeing of this small town with typical 
Bulgarian architecture. Wine tasting and lunch in a mehana. In the afternoon – visit 
the Rozen Monastery. Late in the afternoon – return to Sandanski. Dinner and 
overnight. 
 
Day 3 – Day 7. Days at rest with holding of a complex program with spa treatment 
and physiotherapy.  
 
Day 8. Breakfast. Departure to Rupite vicinity. Visit the church of Grandmother 
Vanga and her birth house. In the afternoon – departure to Sofia.  
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Package price: 565 euro / for a group of 35 – 40  people / 
The price includes: 
 Luxurious bus during the whole trip; 
 English speaking guide; 
 7 overnights with breakfast and dinner in Interhotel Sandanski with a spa 
treatment program; 
 Sightseeing of the Rila Monastery, Melnik, Sandanski, the Rozen Monastery, 
Rupite; 
 Wine tasting and lunch in Melnik. 
The price does not include the taxes of the visited museums and places of 
interest.  

 
SPA  TREATMENT IN THE TOWN OF DEVIN 

 
Devin SPA hotel is located in the centre of town Devin, Devin Municipality. 

Devin SPA hotel was open on 2nd July 2004.  
The hotel operates year-round and is appropriate for family vacations, company 
meetings and presentations, business-travellers.  

The main product of Devin SPA hotel is balneology treatment.  
The town of Devin is situated in the middle of the Central Rhodopes, in the Vacha 
river valley at an altitude of 684 meters above sea level.  

It is situated 220 km. from Sofia, 100 км from the second biggest city in 
Bulgaria – Plovdiv, 45 km from Smolyan and 35 km from Pamporovo.  
The water wealth of the municipality is considerable and it is one of the most 
significant natural resources. More important rivers are Vacha, Devin, Mugla, 
Trigrad.  

Other water-sources include: dams, karst springs, and multitude of warm 
mineral springs with temperature from 16 to 76 Co. 
The climate is transitional-continental with typical lower summer temperatures. 
The average annual temperatures are 4-10 degrees C and depend on the 
elevation of the region. The lowest winter temperatures reach down to –10 
degrees C and the highest summer ones–up to 30-33 degrees C. 

The hotel offers : medical examinations, massages, zono therapy, pearl-
bath, underwater massage / tangentor/, magnetic bath, bath “ Vichy”, Jacuzzi, 
therapeutically swimming pools,  under-water remedial gym.  

Package price for 7 day stay in SPA hotel DEVIN: 353 euro on HB basis, 
including free use of the swimming pool, fitness and sauna. 
The package price does not include the medical and spa treatment and 
different programs, offered on spot. 

     


